The growth of graphene has been carried out on cube-textured (100) oriented Cu (CTO-Cu) foils using chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Well-aligned triangular grains self-assembled on CTO-Cu during CVD heating in flowing hydrogen. The nucleation of triangular graphene grains has been confirmed. This demonstrates that the shape and possible alignment of the graphene is consistent with the desired properties.
ABSTRACT

The growth of graphene has been carried out on cube-textured (100) oriented Cu (CTO-Cu) foils using chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Well-aligned triangular grains self-assembled on CTO-Cu during CVD heating in flowing hydrogen. The nucleation of triangular graphene grains has been confirmed. This demonstrates that the shape and possible alignment of the graphene grains can potentially be tuned by changing the properties of the substrate, which should ultimately lead to improved electrical properties of the graphene. This type of graphene nucleation and alignment is novel and has not been observed in previous studies on other copper foil samples.
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Triangular Graphene Grain Growth on Cube-Textured Cu Substrates
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The growth of graphene has been carried out on cube-textured (100) oriented Cu (CTO-Cu) foils using chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Well-aligned triangular grains self-assembled on CTO-Cu during CVD heating in flowing hydrogen. The nucleation of triangular graphene grains has been confirmed. This demonstrates that the shape and possible alignment of the graphene grains can potentially be tuned by changing the properties of the substrate, which should ultimately lead to improved electrical properties of the graphene. This type of graphene nucleation and alignment is novel and has not been observed in previous studies on other copper foil samples.

1. Introduction

Graphene has attracted much attention recently due to its remarkable mechanical, electrical and optical properties. [1-2] Graphene is a gapless semiconductor with extremely high carrier mobility and a single layer of graphene absorbs only 2.3% of visible light.[14] Many applications have been projected for graphene and exciting progress has been made as demonstrated in several technologies including transistors,[9] alternative transparent conductors to Indium-Tin-Oxide, [6, 7, 8] photovoltaic devices,[9, 10] sensors,[11, 12, 13] and energy storage devices.[14] A primary challenge in the application of graphene is in epitaxy of large-area graphene with controlled thickness so as to minimize the charge scattering effect by GBs is essential in order to bring the charge mobility up to its intrinsic limit in graphene.

Poly-Cu foils are commercially available at low cost with large areas and have been used widely as substrates for CVD graphene. On Poly-Cu, multiple graphene grains of different in-plane orientations initiate simultaneously from the same nucleation site.[20, 21, 22] This may be attributed to multiple Cu (111) facets with different crystallographic orientations existing in proximity on the Poly-Cu surface and large-angle GB’s are hence unavoidable features on graphene grown on Poly-Cu.[20, 21, 23] Single crystal Cu (SC-Cu) (111) surfaces are ideal for graphene epitaxy but SC-Cu foil is expensive and not available in larger size. In this work, we report the growth of graphene on cube-textured (100) oriented Cu (CTO-Cu) foils using chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The nucleation of triangular graphene grains has been confirmed. It should be mentioned that rectangle (triangle) graphene flakes were obtained on the rectangle pits formed during thermal annealing on Co (or Ni) films deposited on MgO (100) substrates (or triangular pits if on MgO (111) substrates).[24] Since no graphene could grow on the flat Co (or Ni) areas, a mechanism of simultaneous formation of pits and nucleation of graphene was proposed.[24] Note the pit dimension is fixed during graphene growth. Therefore, no continuous sheets of graphene can be obtained using the approach. This is in contrast to the evolution of the triangular graphene grains into a continuous graphene sheet as the grains grow and coalesce, which is not surprising considering the difference in graphene nucleation on Cu as compared to Co and Ni. Moreover, the in-plane texture of the CTO-Cu provides an alignment mechanism for the triangles in addition to the shaping effect, resulting in predominantly aligned right triangle arrays on CTO-Cu foils. These single crystal cubic, (111)
oriented triangles with several micrometers in dimension provide ideal nucleation sites for graphene epitaxy and the details of experiment is described in the following.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. The Effect of Annealing on the Morphologies of Cu Foils

Following the procedure in the Experimental Section, graphene films have been grown using CVD on CTO-Cu substrates. The effect of annealing of the CTO-Cu was investigated by heating the substrate under a hydrogen flux for different lengths of time. The same heating procedure was applied to CTO-Cu and Poly-Cu foils for comparison. A heating rate of 20 °C/min was adopted to heat the samples to 1000 °C in H2 flow followed by immediate cooling back to room temperature (cooling took about 2 hours) by turning off the furnace. Figure 1 compares the CTO-Cu and Poly-Cu surface morphology after the substrate had been heated to 1000 °C in H2 flow followed by cooling back to room temperature immediately without annealing process [Figure 1a] and after a 20 minute annealing at 1000 °C [Figure 1b]. Triangles of a few μm in dimension can be clearly seen in the former while only surface steps are shown in the latter. The fact that the triangles are eliminated through additional annealing in H2 suggests the triangles are most probably surface features of copper oxides due to residual oxygen in CTO-Cu and in the CVD chamber. This argument is supported by the visibility of the grain boundaries of the CTO-Cu (the line separating two domain areas of different brightness) in the expected thickness of an adsorbed hydrocarbon layer. A surface coating of this thickness (most probably amorphous copper oxide) would mask the ability to observe the crystalline texture of the CTO-Cu. This residual oxygen may form copper oxide on the surface as gaseous molecules from residual air on Cu surface, which may be difficult to avoid considering CVD is a low vacuum process.

The growth of graphene initiated on the triangles after CH4 was introduced into the CVD chamber immediately after the growth temperature of 1000 °C was reached. Figure 2 shows the SEM images of graphene nuclei on CTO-Cu after 5 minutes of CVD growth. The graphene nuclei on CTO-Cu [Figure 2a and 2b] have distinctive triangle shapes of lateral dimension on the order of several micrometers. Many triangles on the CTO-Cu are predominantly in the shape of right triangles with one shorter side aligned approximately along the direction shown in the dashed lines in Figure 2a. In some cases, equilateral triangles are also observed [see for example blue highlighted triangles in Figure 2a and 1a]. AFM images of these samples are consistent with the SEM images and allow the shape of the triangle to be investigated in more detail. The representative AFM images taken on and away from the triangleless and cross-sectional cuts through the images are shown in Figure 2c–2d. These triangle features are typically on the order of 80–150 nm tall from edge to center and show clear faceting along different directions [Figure 2c]. The regions outside the triangular area show very rough topography, again consistent with the SEM images. The roughness in these regions is on the order of 10–15 nm [Figure 2d], which is much larger than the expected thickness of an adsorbed hydrocarbon layer. A surface coating of this thickness (most probably amorphous copper oxide) would mask the ability to observe the crystalline nature of the copper substrate beneath the layer. This argument is supported by the uniform distribution of chemical elements C, O and Cu as shown in the line scans across a selected triangle in Figure 2e using energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS). The presence of oxygen may be attributed to absorbed gaseous molecules from residual air on Cu surface, which may be difficult to avoid considering CVD is a low vacuum process. This residual oxygen may form copper oxide on the surface as well, which could inhibit the nucleation of the graphene, except where that oxide is reduced, such as on the triangles. Considering the oxygen content has negligible variation across the triangles, the reduction may occur only on the surface of the triangles. The triangles might be attributed to the influence of the in-plane texture of the CTO-Cu.
In order to confirm graphene nucleation on the triangles, graphene was transferred onto Si substrates with a thermal SiO$_2$ layer of 300 nm in thickness for clear visibility of the single-layer graphene.$^{[1]}$ The optical image of transferred graphene grown on CTO-Cu for 5 minutes is shown in Figure 2f. The triangular graphene domains with dimensions up to several μm are consistent with those observed in the SEM images before transfer, shown in Figure 2a. This suggests that the graphene nucleate only on these triangular regions of the surface, which appear through the EBSD data taken on the triangles [see Figure 3a], to be predominantly Cu (111) oriented regions.

No EBSD patterns can be detected on areas away from triangles [Figure 3b] while clear EBSD patterns are observed on all triangles as shown in Figure 3d–3f. The EBSD patterns obtained from the triangles can be indexed predominantly to the Cu (111) out-of-plane within several degrees with respect to the standard pole using TSL OIM Analysis 5 software as shown in Figure 3c, which may be due to the pyramidal shape of the triangles confirmed in the AFM image in Figure 2c. Because the lattice of Cu (111) (2.56 Å) matches well with the lattice of graphene (2.46 Å),$^{[25]}$ it is difficult to distinguish the EBSD patterns from Cu (111) and graphene directly although Cu (111) facet provides an ideal surface for graphene epitaxy. Since the graphene films are only 1 layer thick based on the optical transmittance measurement, it is therefore likely that the patterns observed are mostly due to the structure of the Cu underneath the graphene since the penetration depth of the electron beam is far beyond 1 layer. Some subtle differences in the morphology of the graphene triangles have been observed. While most triangles in Figure 2 and 3 have a pyramidal shape with three distinctive edges extending from the top to the vertices, some triangles with flat tops have also been observed [the inset of Figure 3a]. The pyramidal nature of the features observed in the AFM images again suggests that the underlying structure is a result of the triangle structure underneath the graphene. Otherwise, such large topographic variations would not be observed for single layer graphene. Furthermore, the optical transmittance of graphene grown on CTO-Cu for 30 min is 97% at 550 nm wavelength, which is close to the expected best transmittance of graphene (97.7%).$^{[4]}$ It is of particular importance that the same EBSD pattern was observed on different locations of the same triangle, as shown in Figure 3d–3f, indicating the Cu triangles formed on the CTO-Cu substrate are single crystalline. This presents the possibility for the triangle graphene grains grown on individual (111) oriented triangles on CTO Cu to be single crystalline as suggested by recent work of graphene epitaxy on Cu (111) single crystal substrates.$^{[25]}$ This differs from the results reported previously on Poly-Cu foils on which the graphene nuclei are polycrystalline with multiple branches (such as a four-lobed shape) of different in-plane orientations initiating
neighboring grains. Figure 4a and b include the SEM images of graphene on CTO-Cu with growth time of 10 and 30 minutes, respectively. On the former some merged triangle graphene grains are visible while on the latter, multiple terraces form as consequence of Cu surface evolution. In fact, some short terraces appeared already at the 10 minute growth time [arrows in Figure 4a]. A comparative study of Cu surface morphology (data not shown) after annealing at 1000 °C showed the change in the morphology of the copper is much larger when Cu foils were exposed to the gas mixture required for graphene growth than it is when simply annealed in vacuum.

After 12–15 minutes of growth, a full coverage of graphene on CTO-Cu was observed. Since the graphene growth stops after the Cu surface is covered completely, longer time growth up to 30 minutes was made to obtain a continuous sheet of graphene. Representative Raman spectra taken on graphene grown on CTO-Cu and Poly-Cu grown simultaneously for 30 min are shown in Figure 5. Two intense features are observed: the G peak at around 1580 cm\(^{-1}\) due to the doubly degenerate zone center E\(_{2g}\) mode and the 2D peak at around 2700 cm\(^{-1}\) arising from the second order zone-boundary phonons. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) is around 50 cm\(^{-1}\). This demonstrates the absence of interlayer coupling at the excitation wavelength of 442 nm, since such coupling would result in an increase in the FWHM to approximately 100 cm\(^{-1}\). The ratio of the intensities of the single sharp

Figure 3. SEM image and EBSD patterns of triangular graphenes. a) SEM image of graphene triangles on CVD CTO Cu. (inset showed SEM image of triangle with a flat top). b) EBSD pattern taken away from triangles. (d-f) EBSD patterns on different facets of the triangle on CTO-Cu. c) EBSD pattern indexed to Cu(111).

Figure 4. SEM images of CVD graphene on CTO-Cu. a) SEM image of graphene on CTO-Cu with a growth time of 10 min. b) Growth time of 30 min. Arrows in (a) indicate appearance of terraces on merged graphene grains.
2D peak to the G peak are observed to be greater than a factor of two and also show typical symmetric features, indicating the presence of single layer graphene.\(^{[19]}\) Furthermore, for the Raman spectrum taken from the graphene grown on CTO-Cu, the D peak at \(\sim 1350\) cm\(^{-1}\) due to the breathing modes of sp\(^2\) rings and the active phonons being excited in defective regions of the graphene is very small, indicating the absence of a significant number of defects on the graphene grown on CTO-Cu. The intensity of the D peak to that of the G peak \(I_D/I_G\) may be used to estimate the defect density in graphene.\(^{[20]}\) The ratio of \(I_D/I_G\) of graphene grown on CTO-Cu is around 0.2, which is considerably smaller than that of graphene on Poly-Cu (0.56), indicating a much lower density of defects on graphene grown on CTO-Cu as compared to that on Poly-Cu. A possible explanation is the reduction of GBs and related growth defects of graphene nucleated on single crystal Cu (111) triangles formed on CTO-Cu.

### 2.4. The Formation Mechanism of Triangular Graphene Grains on CTO-Cu

To obtain an understanding of the mechanism underlying triangle formation, some quenched graphene on CTO-Cu samples were treated with 0.1 M HCl solution briefly (\(\sim 2\) sec) to remove the surface oxide layer together with graphene nuclei. Figure 6 shows the SEM images of a graphene sample on CTO-Cu with 5 min growth time (a similar sample to that shown in Figure 2) after the HCl treatment. It is noticeable that the bases of many triangles remained (Figure 6a and 6b) and they consist of a large number of nanoparticles with irregular shapes. Many of the nanoparticles seem to have sharp edges and vertices, suggesting they may have crystalline structures. On the very top surface of the triangles, a layer of predominantly equilateral triangles can be seen [Figure 6c and 6d], which suggest they may be the (111) crystallites responsible for the EBSD patterns in Figure 3.

![Figure 5. Raman spectra of graphene grown on CTO-Cu for 30 min (solid black line) and graphene on Poly-Cu (solid red line) under the same growth conditions.](image)

well known that metal oxides may epitaxially form on (100) oriented metals, such as Ni\(^{[29]}\) and Cu\(^{[30,31]}\). In particular, (111) Cu\(_2\)O of thickness in several tens of nm may nucleate in the form of nanoparticles on (100) orientated Cu at elevated temperature due to the presence of the sub-surface oxygen.\(^{[30,31]}\) If migration of these (111) Cu\(_2\)O nanoparticles becomes possible, larger dimension grains will form as a consequence of the migration. Based on this information, we hypothesize a model as shown schematically in Figure 6e. At the moderate H\(_2\) partial pressure used in this experiment, the reduction of the Cu\(_2\)O surface layer during CVD heating may not be adequate. Previous investigation demonstrated that the reduction rate of CuOx decreases with decreasing H\(_2\) partial pressure.\(^{[32]}\) According to the Cu-O phase diagram,\(^{[33]}\) the eutectic temperature of Cu-CuO and Cu-Cu\(_2\)O are 1091 °C and 1066 °C, respectively, which are close to the growth temperature of graphene at 1000 °C in this work. On the other hand, the solubility of hydrogen in Cu increases with temperature,\(^{[34]}\) resulting in Cu-O-H intermediate phases on the substrate surface at elevated temperatures. Premelting\(^{[35]}\) (partial melting) within a thin layer close to the surface of the Cu may occur at temperatures considerably lower than the bulk melting point of Cu (1083 °C) depending on the crystallographic orientation at the surface and existence of impurities,\(^{[36]}\) such as CuOx and H\(_2\). During the premelting process, the mobility of CuOx may be considerably enhanced, resulting in formation of Cu\(_2\)O crystallites (or nanoparticles) that are highly mobile due to the surface layer of Cu-O-H. The domains with shape-complementarity tend to aggregate into triangles. Self-assembly of the Cu\(_2\)O crystallites into aligned triangles may be facilitated by the surface orientation on CTO-Cu. Since (111) is the energetically preferred orientation of cubic Cu\(_2\)O, the nanoparticles may assemble into triangles with Cu\(_2\)O (111) orientation. The in-plane (100) texture of the CTO-Cu may provide shape restriction and alignment to the crystallite self-assembly, resulting in right triangles with their shorter sides aligning in the (100) or (010) directions of the CTO-Cu substrate, instead of equilateral triangles.\(^{[37]}\) The graphene can nucleate on the triangles as soon as the reduction occurs on the surface of the triangles to expose the Cu (111), which provides the lattice match to graphene. Reduction on other areas away from the triangles seems to occur more slowly due to possibly much thicker Cu-O-H layer. This result in graphene growth initiated from the triangles dominating the entire graphene nucleation.

### 3. Conclusions

In summary, CTO-Cu foil presents a novel potential substrate for the epitaxy of graphene through provision of well-aligned single crystalline grains self-assembled on the substrate surface during CVD heating in H\(_2\) flux. The (111) oriented, triangular facets exposed through reduction at the surface of the triangles provide ideal nucleation sites for growth of graphene grain. The in-plane crystallographic texture of the CTO-Cu substrate was found to play an important role in defining the shape and alignment of the triangles. Crystallographic alignment is critical for optical properties of the graphene, and the reduction of the amount of large-angle grain boundaries may explain the lower defect intensity in the Raman spectra taken on graphene/CTO-Cu as compared to graphene/poly-Cu grown at the same conditions.
graphene was initiated by introduction of CH$_4$ after the growth temperature was reached and growth continued for 2–30 min. In order to transfer the CVD-grown graphene films onto glass or Si, poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) was first spin-coated on the surface of the as-grown graphene on copper. The film was then placed into iron chloride solution (0.1 g/mL) to remove the copper foil and was rinsed in DI water three times. The target substrate was then immersed into the solution and used to lift the graphene film from the liquid. The sample was placed into oven at 80 °C for one hour for drying. Finally, the PMMA was removed with acetone.

The structure and morphologies of graphene on Cu substrates were examined with scanning electron microscopy (jeol JSM-6380 and Leo 1550 FESEM) operating in contact mode. Veeco silicon nitride tips with a force constant of 0.12 N/m were scanned at 2 Hz with a set point of approximately 1–2 V for all images. All RMS roughness values were retrieved from flattened images with the roughness analysis feature available in the Nanoscope 5.30sr3 software package. Fourteen areas ranging from 9–81 μm$^2$ were analyzed from three separate images of each sample, and averaged for mean RMS values. For step height analysis, approximately 50 different cross sectional cuts were analyzed from several different images.

The Raman spectra were recorded using a Renishaw InVia Raman Microprobe equipped with a Helium-cadmium laser at 442 nm excitations. The laser spot is ~2 μm in diameter on the sample, and its energy density is ~1 mW/μm$^2$. The spectrum was taken by averaging over 10 scans.
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